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a b s t r a c t 

Cancer cell phenotypes evolve during a tumor’s treatment. In some cases, tumor cells acquire cancer stem cell-like 

(CSL) traits such as resistance to chemotherapy and diminished differentiation; therefore, targeting these cells 

may be therapeutically beneficial. In this study we show that in progressive estrogen receptor positive (ER + ) 
metastatic breast cancer tumors, resistant subclones that emerge following chemotherapy have increased CSL 

abundance. Further, in vitro organoid growth of ER + patient cancer cells also shows that chemotherapy treatment 

leads to increased abundance of ALDH + /CD44 + CSL cells. Chemotherapy induced CSL abundance is blocked by 

treatment with a pan-HDAC inhibitor, belinostat. Belinostat treatment diminished both mammosphere formation 

and size following chemotherapy, indicating a decrease in progenitor CSL traits. HDAC inhibitors specific to 

class IIa (HDAC4, HDAC5) and IIb (HDAC6) were shown to primarily reverse the chemo-resistant CSL state. 

Single-cell RNA sequencing analysis with patient samples showed that HDAC targets and MYC signaling were 

promoted by chemotherapy and inhibited upon HDAC inhibitor treatment. In summary, HDAC inhibition can 

block chemotherapy-induced drug resistant phenotypes with ‘one-two punch’ strategy in refractory breast cancer 

cells. 
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Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed and second leading

ause of cancer-related deaths in women [1] . Chemotherapeutics are

ften standard of care in clinical oncology because of their effectiveness

n reducing tumor burden and improving survival [ 2 , 3 ]. Nevertheless,

ome patients will recur with metastatic progression, which has a 90%

f cancer mortality [4] , resulting in a 23% 5-year survival rate for these

reast cancer patients [1] . 
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Tumors are composed of heterogeneous populations of cells, thought

o have a hierarchical organization driven by cancer stem cells (CSCs).

SCs are a small therapy-resistant sub-population of cells within tumors

hat possess the capacity of self-renewal and are capable of promoting

 refractory state in patients following chemotherapeutic treatment due

o their inherent chemoresistance [ 5 , 6 ]. Breast CSCs exhibit a CD44

igh/CD24 low phenotype with high ALDH1 expression [7] . Tumor cells

an also acquire stem cell like characteristics, and may represent a de-
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ifferentiated state similar to CSCs and reflect a more primitive tumor

ell progenitor [8] . 

Based on their mechanisms of action, chemotherapies can be divided

nto three major groups: antimetabolites; genotoxic agents (eg. doxoru-

icin serving as alkylating agent, which inhibits DNA topoisomerase II

nd induces DNA damage and apoptosis; carboplatin serving as inter-

alating agent, which binds in the grooves in the DNA helix and inter-

ering with polymerase activity during replication/transcription); and

itotic spindle inhibitors (eg. paclitaxel, which disrupts mitosis by af-

ecting the formation/function of spindle microtubule fibers required

or chromosome alignment) [9] . Chemoresistance can be acquired by al-

ered membrane transport through ABCB1 (P-gp or MDR1) for doxoru-

icin and paclitaxel [9] , and enhanced DNA repair through increased

evel of excision repair cross-complementing protein (ERCC1) for car-

oplatin [10] . Current chemotherapeutic regimens target the bulk of

umor cells and may benefit from also targeting resistant cells, such as

SCs or cancer cells that have stem-like traits such as drug resistance or

e-differentiated states [11] . Failure to eliminate these cells can lead to

rug resistance, subsequent recurrence and metastasis [12] , suggesting

hat targeting these populations may be necessary to improve outcomes

 5 , 13 ]. Multiple strategies have been proposed to combat CSCs; how-

ver, clinical implementation has remained elusive [ 7 , 14 ]. A strategy

ombining chemotherapy and anti-CSC compounds could increase effi-

acy in reducing the risk of breast cancer relapse and metastasis [7] .

he drug-tolerant phenotype within a small subpopulation of cancer

ells have been found transiently acquired and reversible, which could

e selectively ablated by chromatin-modifying agents, such as HDAC

nhibitor, suggesting a potential therapeutic opportunity with ‘one-two

unch’ strategy [15] . 

Single-cell sequencing techniques have been leveraged to identify re-

istant cancer evolution upon chemotherapy treatment [ 16 , 17 , 18 , 19 ].

reviously, we performed whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and single-

ell RNA-Seq (scRNA-Seq) on four patients’ matched pre-treatment

chemo-sensitive) and post-treatment (chemo-resistant) samples to in-

estigate the mechanisms of acquired chemoresistance in breast cancer.

hree of four patients demonstrated increased post-treatment stem cell-

ike properties, which may have promoted acquired drug resistance in

hese patients [19] . Based on this data, we sought to understand how

ultiple different chemotherapies impact CSL state and determine ther-

py approaches to prevent emergence of CSL cells. Here, we find that

hemotherapies with different mechanisms of action can select for sub-

lones with primitive traits through transcriptional changes. Belinostat,

 pan-HDAC inhibitor, was found to prevent this selection and reverse

SL signaling, such as MYC and dedifferentiation pathways. The spe-

ific Class II HDAC inhibitors, LMK-235 and CAY10603, which target to

DAC4/5 and HDAC6 respectively, exhibited the similar reversal effect

n chemo-treatment acquired stemness. 

In total, this research provides the following unique findings: 1) a

ovel chemo-belinostat combination therapy strategy to target chemo-

reatment acquired stemness, 2) the ability of belinostat to reverse CSL

raits following chemotherapy treatment, 3) the specificity of HDAC in-

ibitors to target the stemness phenotypic shift and not just a change

n tumor cell viability, 4) the use of patient tumor samples to improve

ranslatability for the conclusion that stemness enrichment in subclonal

opulations of patients is linked to their survival during chemother-

py, 5) an understanding of the transcriptional changes in single tumor

ells upon CSL phenotype reversal, and 6) the role of class II HDACs

n chemoresistance through their reversal of primitive traits. Taken to-

ether, these findings could help to build a new strategy consisting of

equential chemotherapy and HDAC inhibitor combination treatment to

ombat refractory breast cancer. 

artials and methods 

See all Martials and Methods in Supplementary Data 
esults 

esistant subclones are enriched in CSL cells 

We interrogated patient tumor cells for sublonal CSL states using

opy-number variations (CNV) from WGS [19] . The treatment history

or these four ER + patients and the time points at which analysis was

erformed are shown in Fig. S1A. To obtain CSL and non-CSL popu-

ations, tumor cells were isolated to four quadrants (ALDH + /CD44 +
ells, ALDH + /CD44- cells, ALDH-/CD44 + cells, and ALDH-/CD44- cells)

Fig. S1B) with the CSL population defined as ALDH + /CD44 + cells [20] .

NA from cells belonging to each of these quadrants was isolated and

ubjected to low-coverage WGS (2X to 10X) in order to infer CNVs so

hat we could identify tumor subclone cell proportions during treat-

ent (Fig. S1C). The evolution of subclones is shown in Fig. S1D, E,

, G and described in the Methods. Each subclone was then analyzed

or the presence of CSL vs. non-CSL populations. In two of four patients

hat are progressing on chemotherapy (Patient#1 and Patient#2), the

rogressing subclone that survives treatment and becomes resistant to

hemotherapy has increased CSL abundance compared to dying sub-

lones ( Fig. 1 A), suggesting genetic selection can enrich CSL cells in

ost-treatment resistant subclones in ER + breast cancer. 

hemotherapy-induced feedback increases CSL traits in patient tumor cells 

To further test the effect of chemotherapy on CSL promotion, we used

dditional patient cancer cells obtain from malignant pleural effusions

r ascites. These samples were treated with three different chemother-

pies of various mechanisms of action (doxorubicin, carboplatin, and

aclitaxel) for 72 h, followed by flow cytometry to measure the CSL

bundance using the FACS gating strategy shown in Fig. S2A. In the five

R + patient cultures (Patient#5–9), all three chemotherapies increased

SL cells in the majority of samples ( Fig. 1 B and Fig. S2B). Interestingly,

or three TNBC (triple-negative breast cancer) patient samples, the abun-

ance of CSL/Live (live CSL cells versus all live cells) and CSL/Total (live

SL cells all live and dead cells) were generally decreased. CSL/Live

epresents the proportion of live CSL cells versus all live cells in the

rganoid, while CSL/Total represents the proportion of live CSL cells

ersus all live and dead cells in the organoid. The CSL/Total values are

sually consistent with ALDH and CD44. In contrast, the CSL/Live cell

ounts are not always consistent to ALDH, CD44, or CSL/Total change

rends because the drug treatments can dramatically reduce viability of

ells. In summary, chemotherapy can induce CSL traits in ER + breast

ancer. 

hemotherapy-induced CSL states are recapitulated in breast cancer cell 

ines 

To further investigate these phenomena, we tested four ER + breast

ancer cell lines (CAMA-1, T47D, MCF-7, ZR-75–1) and five TNBC cell

ines (MDA-MB-231, BT549, HCC38, HCC1395, HCC1143). As shown in

ig. 1 C and Fig. S2C, chemotherapy increased the abundance of ALDH,

D44, CSL/Live and CSL/Total in most ER + cell lines, although T47D

nd MCF7 have been reported as ALDH-negative [21] . This promotion

as again less present in TNBC cell lines following chemotherapy, and

howed only increased abundance of CD44. The CSL enrichment by

hemotherapy in ER + cells and TNBC is shown with relative folds of

LDH and CD44 compared to DMSO control, which are highlighted for

R + patient cells (Fig. S3A), TNBC patient cells (Fig. S3B), ER + cell lines

Fig. S3C), and TNBC cell lines (Fig. S3D). TNBC patients and cell lines

howed a lesser extent of primitive cell traits compared to ER + cells. 

SL phenotypes are reversed with an HDAC inhibitor 

We sought to find an inhibitor that could reverse CSL trait induc-

ion following chemotherapy. We used two ER + breast cancer cell
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Fig. 1. Genetic selection and chemotherapy both enrich CSL subclones . ( A ) The proportion of each subclone with CSL vs. non-CSL populations in four patients. 

Cells were sorted via FACS using ALDEFLUOR and CD44 staining and DNA was isolated from each population, followed by low-coverage WGS to infer CNV and 

determine levels of subclonal CNVs. Heat maps for FACS mean values of ALDH, CD44 and CSL cells/Live upon chemotherapy treatment in cultured patient cells 

( B ) and breast cancer cell lines ( C ) 3D organoids of patient cells and breast cancer cell lines were incubated with doxorubicin (0.1 μM), carboplatin (0.1 mM) and 

paclitaxel (1 μM) for 72 h, followed by ALDEFLUOR/CD44/DAPI staining and FACS to identify the FACS mean values of ALDH and CD44 in live populations and CSL 

cells/Live. The vehicle controls (DMSO treatment) were set as fold one. All the chemotherapy treatments were expressed as the fold change relative to the control. 

The mean values of triplicate tests were shown in the heat maps with color indicated as the legends for each treatment. Significance is marked with ∗ for P < 0.05, ∗ ∗ 

for P < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ for P < 0.001. 
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ines (CAMA-1 and T47D) and two TNBC cell lines (MDA-MB-231 and

T549). Potential CSL inhibitors were selected based multiple lines

f data: 1) potential strategies to suppress CSCs summarized by Lin

t al. [14] . and others, which include targeting pathways that regu-

ate EMT such as hedgehog (vismodegib), Wnt/ 𝛽-catenin (ICG-001) or

SC markers [disulfiram (DSF) as an ALDH inhibitor], 2) drugs target-

ng HDACs (belinostat and entinostat), 3) growth factor receptor path-

ay inhibitors including AXL inhibitors (BGB324 and TP-0903), FGFR

nhibitor (AZD4547), EGFR inhibitors (afatinib and gefitinib), and 4)

yclin-dependent kinases inhibitors (senexin A, ribociclib and abemaci-

lib), which are reported to play indispensable roles in stem cell self-

enewal [22] . Three dimensional organoids of each cell line were treated

ith chemotherapy for 72 h, followed by inhibitors for another 72 h, and

ubjected to FACS analysis for CSL populations. To identify the CSL in-

ibitor, we considered both the reversal of mean values of ALDH and

D44 by FACS analysis, and the reduction of CSL/Live and CSL/Total.

s shown in Fig. 2 A, B and Fig. S4A, B, the pan-HDAC inhibitor belinos-

at consistently reversed ALDH levels promoted by three chemotherapy

reatments in all four cell lines and reduced CD44 levels promoted by the

hree chemotherapy treatments in the majority of cell lines. In contrast

o ER + and TNBC cell lines, the Class I HDAC inhibitor entinostat only
xhibited a reversal effect in one ER + cell line (T47D). Additionally,

n increased cytotoxicity of belinostat was also observed in the viability

eat maps for all cell lines at the doses for CSL reversal effect ( Fig. 2 A, B

nd Fig. S4A, B). Taken together, these data indicate that belinostat may

erve as a general anti-chemo-induced CSL modifier in breast cancer. 

To further interrogate the effect of belinostat on CSL cells, we tested

elinostat alone treatment together with chemotherapy-belinostat com-

ination treatments for four ER + cell lines CAMA-1, T47D, MCF-7, ZR-

5–1, and two TNBC cell lines MDA-MB-231 and BT549 (Fig. S5). As

hown, belinostat alone can significantly reduce CSL/Total in all six cell

ines and decreased CSL/Live in two ER + cell lines (T47D and MCF7)

nd two TNBC cell lines as evidenced by the reversal of ALDH or CD44.

elinostat alone also significantly reduced the viability of all cell lines

xcept MCF-7. In addition, two additional ER + cell lines MCF-7 and

R-75–1 were tested, and show similar results to CAMA-1 and T47D

ith chemotherapy-belinostat combination treatments. Together, these

tudies confirm the reversal effect of belinostat following chemother-

py treatments in ER + cell lines. Across the ER + cell lines, at least three

ut of four cell lines showed the promotion of ALDH, CD44, CSL/Live

nd CSL/Total by chemotherapy and reversal by belinostat in all three

hemotherapy treatment groups. Importantly, although chemotherapy
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Fig. 2. Belinostat reduced chemotherapy-promoted CSL state. The FACS mean values of ALDH and CD44 in live populations, CSL/Live, CSL/Total, and viability 

for CSL reversal drugs screening were expressed in heat maps for CAMA-1 ( A ) and MDA-MB-231 ( B ) cell lines. Cells were cultured in medium (3D) and treated 

for 72 h with doxorubicin (0.1 μM for CAMA-1, 0.5 μM for MDA-MB-231), carboplatin (50 μM for all both lines), and paclitaxel (1 μM for both cell lines), and then 

treated with potential CSL inhibitors as indicated doses for 72 h before ALDEFLUOR/CD44 staining. The vehicle controls (DMSO + DMSO) were set as fold one. All 

the other chemotherapy plus DMSO/inhibitor combinations were expressed as the fold change relative to the controls. The Chemo plus DMSO served as the positive 

controls. The mean values of triplicate tests were showed with color indicated as the legends. In heat maps of ALDH, CD44, CSL/Live, and CSL/Total, # is chemo plus 

DMSO significantly higher ( p < 0.05) than no treatment control, and in heat maps of viability, # is chemo plus DMSO significantly lower ( p < 0.05) than no treatment 

control. In all heat maps, ∗ is chemo plus inhibitor significantly lower ( p < 0.05) than chemo plus DMSO. The potential inhibitors are highlighted with red blocks as 

its reversal effect for ALDH, CD44, CSL/Live, and CSL/Total. 
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romoted CSL traits in TNBC were less pronounced than ER + cell lines,

hich was indicated by CSL/Total fold change in MDA-MB-231 and

T549, belinostat also reversed CSL/Total in all three chemotherapy

reatment groups for both TNBC cell lines. These results suggested a

lobal reversal effect of belinostat on both innate and chemotherapy

romoted CSL traits in both ER + and TNBC cells. 

elinostat reverses chemotherapy-derived CSL enrichment in ER + breast 

ancer cells 

To further evaluate the potential of belinostat to reverse chemo-

nduced CSLs, we performed a time-course FACS analysis from Day 1

o Day 6 to measure the CSL phenotype over time using the experiment

trategy shown in Fig. 3 A. As shown in Fig. 3 B, FACS analysis of the ER +
ell line (CAMA-1) showed steadily increasing ALDH levels with all three

hemotherapies from Day 1 to Day 6, while the CD44 levels showed

teady increases with doxorubicin and paclitaxel. Overall, there was an

ncrease in CSL/Live from Day 1 to Day 6 in all three chemotherapy

roups . The overall viability continuously decreased each day follow-

ng all three chemotherapy treatments, while belinostat further reduced

iability compared to chemotherapy only (Fig. S6A), indicating an in-

rease in cytotoxicity with belinostat treatment in addition to its CSL re-

ersal effect. Importantly, belinostat reversed the upward trajectory of

LDH, CSL/Live ( Fig. 3 B), and CSL/Total (Fig. S6A) with a significant

eduction in treated versus control at Day 5 and Day 6. Of note, CD44

as only reversed by belinostat following paclitaxel treatments, but not

arboplatin and doxorubicin treatment ( Fig. 3 B), suggesting some differ-

nces in chemotherapy effects. Summarized results across chemotherapy

reatments show a statistically significant reduction in ALDH, CSL/Live,

nd CSL/Total with belinostat treatment at Day 6 ( Fig. 3 B and Fig. 6 A).

Less consistent results were found in the TNBC cell line ( Fig. 3 C and

ig. S6B). CD44 ( Fig. 3 C), and CSL/Live ( Fig. 3 C) slightly increased

ith doxorubicin and carboplatin, but not paclitaxel. Further, ALDH,

D44, CSL/Live, and viability decreased with belinostat following all

hree chemotherapy treatments, exhibiting a statistically significant re-

uction across all chemotherapies in all of above at Day 6 ( Fig. 3 C and

ig. S6B). Overall, the CSL reversal following chemotherapy was less

ronounced in TNBC than ER + cells, as indicated by the reduction of

SL cells versus live cells in MDA-MB-231 (0.67–1.4 fold in chemother-

py alone versus 0.46–0.71 fold in chemotherapy plus belinostat) versus

hose in CAMA-1 (3.1–11.2 fold in chemotherapy alone versus 1.56–

.4 fold in chemotherapy plus belinostat), perhaps reflecting the lack

f chemotherapy-promoted CSL traits in TNBC versus ER + cells, and

igher baseline CSL in TNBC cells [23] . 

As chemotherapy strongly promoted CSL state in ER + breast cancer

atient samples, with a less pronounced effect in TBNC patient samples

 Fig. 1 B), we further tested the reversal of CSL over time by belinostat in

hree ER + , PR + , Her2- breast cancer patient samples (Patient#5–7). As

hown in Fig. 3 D and F, FACS analysis indicated that ALDH and CSL/Live

ere generally increased by chemotherapy and reversed by belinostat.

ote, CD44 decrease was found in the majority but not all of the patient

ells ( Fig. 3 E). CSL/Total were reduced by belinostat, although induc-

ion of CSL state alter chemotherapy varied by patient, most likely due

o prior treatments the patient received and various levels of response

o chemotherapy (Fig. S6C). Importantly, we found all chemotherapies

ecreased the viability of cancer cells, and belinostat further decreased

iability in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. S6D). Across all patient sam-

les, ALDH was increased following chemotherapy treatments compared

o vehicle controls, and significantly decreased by belinostat in dose-

ependent manner ( Fig. 3 G). Note, CD44 levels did not show a signif-

cant common effect either on chemotherapy promotion or belinostat

eversal, although the expected trends could be observed between in-

icated groups ( Fig. 3 H). CSL/Live ( Fig. 3 I) and CSL/Total (Fig. S6E)

howed similar trends with ALDH ( Fig. 3 G), but were not significant due

o the high variation of CD44 ( Fig. 3 H). The viability decreased with all

hemotherapies, and further decreased with belinostat in doxorubicin
nd carboplatin treated cells with dose-dependent manner (Fig. S6F).

verall, these experiments validated the cell line studies with patient

umor samples and show that belinostat may serve as a general anti-

SL inhibitor following multiple chemotherapies in ER + breast cancer,

eflecting a one-two punch treatment strategy. 

elinostat inhibits chemotherapy induced mammosphere formation 

We next tested the ability of belinostat to modulate CSL self-renewal

nd proliferation using a mammosphere formation assay [24] . Two

ycles of mammosphere culture were performed to select stem-like

ells with self-renewal ability and eliminate various transitions follow-

ng chemotherapy + /- belinostat. Both ER + (CAMA-1) cells and TNBC

MDA-MB-231) cells show a significantly diminished mammosphere for-

ation following belinostat treatment after chemotherapy after two-

ycle cultures ( Fig. 4 A, B, C, D). 

For the ER + cells, doxorubicin and paclitaxel both increased mam-

osphere counts (up to 174.1% and 131.1%), and mammosphere total

reas (up to 257.9% and 211.9%) compared to DMSO control (set to

00% for each condition). Strikingly, belinostat dramatically reduced

he mammosphere counts (to 2.9–3.7%) and mammosphere total ar-

as (to 2.3–6.7%) following all chemotherapy treatments. Similarly, for

he TNBC cells, all chemotherapies strongly increased mammosphere

ounts (up to 490.6%, 330.8%, and 353.8%), and mammosphere total

reas (up to 736.2%, 320.8%, and 366.6%) compared to DMSO con-

rol. Belinostat again reduced the mammosphere counts (42.7–51.3%)

nd mammosphere total areas (21.5–71.9%) following all chemother-

py treatments. Thus, the general anti-CSL effect of belinostat in com-

ination with chemotherapy is a one-two treatment with the ability to

nhibit CSL self-renew and proliferation with mammosphere assays. 

lass II HDACs are involved in chemo-acquired CSL reversal 

As the pan-HDAC inhibitor belinostat, but not the Class I HDACs in-

ibitor, entinostat [ 25 , 26 ] reversed CSL states following chemotherapy

reatments in all test cell lines, HDAC inhibitors targeting specific HDAC

soforms were tested in order to define HDAC proteins essential for this

ctivity using the FACS strategy described above ( Fig. 2 ). Tested were

lass I HDACs inhibitors SantacruzanateA (HDAC2i) [27] , RGFP966

HDAC3i) [26] , PCI-34,051 (HDAC8i) [25] ; Class IIa HDACs inhibitor

MK-235 (HDAC4/5i) [28] ; and Class IIb HDACs inhibitor CAY10603

HDAC6i) [ 29 , 30 ]. As shown in Fig. 5 A and 5 B, the HDAC4/5 inhibitor

MK-235 and HDAC6 inhibitor CAY10603 consistently reversed ALDH

evels, CSL/Live, and CSL/Total promoted by all three chemotherapy

reatments in both cell lines. Both inhibitors reversed CD44 levels in all

hree chemotherapy treatments in MDA-MB-231 and doxorubicin and

arboplatin induced CD44 levels in CAMA-1. Other specific HDAC in-

ibitors did not reverse these primitive traits. These results suggest that

DAC class IIa and IIb regulate HDAC mediated CSL traits plasticity. 

To further test the CSL state reversal effect of Class II HDACs in-

ibitors, a time-course FACS analysis was performed with CAMA-1 and

DA-MB-231 cell lines treated with LMK-235 or CAY10603 following

hree chemotherapies ( Fig. 6 A-D, and Fig. S7A-D). Both Class II HDAC

nhibitors decreased cell viability compared to chemotherapy treatment

lone, and exhibited strong CSL reversal activity similar to belinostat,

ncluding decreases in ALDH levels and statistically significant dimin-

shed levels of both CSL/Live and CSL/Total following chemotherapy.

etailed FACS plots at Day 6 (Fig. S8A and S8B) exhibit the significant

eduction in the number of CSL cells constrained in the ALDH + , CD44 +
ositive quadrants with chemotherapy followed by class II HDAC in-

ibitors compared to chemotherapy alone. Taken together, these results

ndicate that class II HDACs (HDAC4/5/6) regulate chemo-acquired

temness states in one-two punch strategy. 
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Fig. 3. Belinostat inhibited chemotherapy-promoted CSL state in ER + cell lines and patient cancer cell samples. ( A ) Cell culture strategy for CSL reversal 

drug screening with cancer breast cell lines after chemotherapy promotion. The FACS mean values of ALDH, CD44, and CSL cells/live were shown in ( B ) for CAMA-1 

and ( C ) for MDA-MB-231 with time-course curves. CAMA-1 cells and MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in medium (3D) and treated for 72 h with doxorubicin (0.1 μM 

for CAMA-1, 0.5 μM for MDA-MB-231), carboplatin (50 μM), and paclitaxel (1 μM), and then replaced with medium containing belinostat (5 μM) for 72 h incubation. 

Samples were collected every day from Day 1 to Day 6, and followed by ALDEFLUOR/CD44/DAPI staining and FACS analysis. The differences between chemo plus 

DMSO (9 replicates from three chemo plus DSMO) and chemo plus belinostat (9 replicates from three chemo plus belinostat) at Day 6 were evaluated by student’s 

T tests. The ALDH ( D ), CD44 ( E ), CSL cells/live ( F ) were expressed with curves for Patient#5, #6, and #7. Patient cells were cultured in Renaissance medium (3D) 

and treated with chemotherapy (doxorubicin 0.1 μM, carboplatin 0.1 mM, paclitaxel 1 μM) for 72 h, and then treated with DMSO/belinostat (1 μM or 2.5 μM) for 

another 72 h, followed by ALDEFLUOR/CD44/DAPI staining and FACS analysis. Column graphs were generated with averages from three patients for each treatment 

to evaluate the changes in ALDH ( G ), CD44 ( H ), and CSL/Live ( I ). In Figures B - I , DMSO treatment only in each day served as controls and was set as fold one. All 

the other treatments were expressed as the fold values relative to the controls. Each spot represents the mean values of triplicate tests. The statistical analysis was 

performed with student’s t-tests between the indicated groups. Significance is marked with ∗ for P < 0.05, ∗ ∗ for P < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ for P < 0.001, ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ for P < 0.0001. . 
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Fig. 4. Belinostat inhibited mammosphere formation of chemotherapy-treated breast cancer cell lines. CAMA-1 and MDA-MB-231 cells from spheroids with 

3 days chemo treatment (DMSO, doxorubicin 0.1 μM for CAMA-1, 0.5 μM for MDA-MB-231, carboplatin 50 μM, and paclitaxel 1 μM) were collected, dissociated, and 

cultured for two 14 days periods with mammosphere assay medium containing DMSO/belinostat (5 μM) as described in the Methods. Mammosphere total numbers 

and total area of CAMA-1 are shown in ( A ) and ( B ). Mammosphere total numbers and total area of MDA-MB-231 are shown in ( C ) and ( D ). The treatments with 

DMSO only serve as the control in each figure and are set as fold one. All the other treatments are expressed as fold change relative to the control in each figure. 

The statistical analysis was performed with student’s t-tests between the indicated groups with triplicate tests. # is p < 0.05 relative to DMSO plus DMSO only, ∗ is 

p < 0.05 relative to chemo/DMSO plus DMSO in its group. 
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YC pathways mediated CSL promotion/reversal upon 

hemotherapy/belinostat treatment 

To understand the mechanism of how belinostat reverses the

hemotherapy-induced CSL properties, we performed single-cell RNA-

eq analysis with two ER + patient samples (Patient#5 and Patient#6).

he unbiased clustering of the gene expression profiles of the Patient#6

nd Patient#5 cells indicate changes in the gene expression profiles of

he cells after chemotherapy treatments and combination chemothera-

ies plus belinostat ( Fig. 7 A, B). The Patient#6 cells exhibited relatively

imilar transcriptional programs to all chemotherapies, and also to the

ombination treatments. Chemotherapy generated a distinctive cell pop-

lation that was further changed by belinostat ( Fig. 7 A), indicating that

elinostat can reverse the stem cell phenotypes, but not all aspects of the

hemotherapy. In contrast, the Patient#5 cells showed a drug-specific

esponse where each chemotherapy led to distinct changes in the cell

opulations, and relatively little changes in the transcriptional programs

ere induced by belinostat ( Fig. 7 B) . 

To focus on the specific (rather than overall) changes seen with drug

reatment, we performed a pathway analysis to identify the pathways

hat are altered by chemotherapy or combination treatment. Shared re-

ersal pathways were selected as described in Methods, and heat maps

ere generated based on the averages of ssGSEA enrichment scores for

he shared reversal pathways for both Patient#6 (Fig. S9,and Fig. S10)

nd Patient#5 (Fig. S11 and Fig. S12). For each patient sample, we se-
ected the pathways that were either increased by chemotherapy and

ecreased by belinostat or the inverse pattern (Fig. S9-S12). We found

hat HDAC pathway (HELLER_HDAC_TARGETS_DN) was up-regulated

y all three chemotherapy treatments in both patient samples and down-

egulated by belinostat except paclitaxel group in Patient#6 ( Fig. 7 C,

). This indicates that chemotherapy treatments promoted HDAC tar-

ets in this gene set (eg, CD44 as stemness marker, BCL2 as anti-

poptotic regulator), while belinostat reversed them; concomitant with

he changes in CSL properties. We also observed that a stem cell differ-

ntiation signature (BOQUEST_STEM_CELL_CULTURED_VS_FRESH_UP)

as reduced by all three chemotherapy treatments and promoted by

elinostat in both patient samples ( Fig. 7 C, D). In another words, the

SL state of the survival cells were up-regulated by all chemother-

py treatments, and down-regulated by belinostat. Consistent with

SL state, the MYC pathway (BILD_MYC_ONCOGENIC_SIGNATURE)

as increased by most of chemotherapy treatments, and inhibited

y belinostat except paclitaxel group in both Patients. HDAC inhibi-

ion has been reported to down-regulate MYC expression transcrip-

ionally and post-transcriptionally through regulation of MYC acety-

ation [31] , in turn to up-regulate of CDKN1A/B (p21/CIP1/WAF1,

27/KIP1) to induce cell cycle arrest and autophagic cell death [ 32 ,

3 ]. Thus, MYC, as a key factor in CSC reprogramming and self-

enewal in basal-like breast cancer [34] , may contribute to reversal of

he CSL promotion-reversal process mediated by chemotherapy- HDACi

reatment. 
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Fig. 5. Specific HDAC isoforms target chemotherapy-acquired CSL state. The FACS mean values of ALDH and CD44 in live populations, CSL/Live, CSL/Total, 

and viability for CSL reversal drugs screening were expressed in heat maps for CAMA-1 ( A ) and MDA-MB-231 ( B ) cell lines. Cells were cultured in medium (3D) and 

treated for 72 h with doxorubicin (0.1 μM for CAMA-1, 0.5 μM for MDA-MB-231), carboplatin (50 μM for all cell lines), and paclitaxel (1 μM for all cell lines), and 

then treated with specific HDAC isoforms inhibitors as indicated doses for 72 h before ALDEFLUOR/CD44 staining. The vehicle controls (DMSO + DMSO) were set as 

fold one. All the other chemotherapy plus DMSO/inhibitor combinations were expressed as the fold change relative to the controls. The Chemo plus DMSO served 

as the positive controls. The mean values of triplicate tests were showed with color indicated as the legends. In heat maps of ALDH, CD44, CSL/Live, and CSL/Total, 

# is chemo plus DMSO significantly higher ( p < 0.05) than no treatment control, and in heat maps of viability, # is chemo plus DMSO significantly lower ( p < 0.05) 

than no treatment control. In all heat maps, ∗ is chemo plus inhibitor significantly lower ( p < 0.05) than chemo plus DMSO. The potential specific HDAC isoforms 

inhibitors target to CSL cells are highlighted with red blocks as its reversal effect for both ALDH and CD44. 
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Fig. 6. Class II HDAC inhibitors reverse chemotherapy promoted CSL traits in ER + and TNBC cells. Time-course curves of relative fold changes for FACS mean 

values of ALDH and CD44, and CSL/Live were shown for chemotherapy plus LMK235 and CAY10693 treatments in CAMA-1 ( A, B ) and MDA-MB-231 ( C , D ). Both 

cell lines were cultured in medium (3D) and treated for 72 h with doxorubicin (0.1 μM for CAMA-1, 0.5 μM for MDA-MB-231), carboplatin (50 μM), and paclitaxel 

(1 μM), and then replaced with medium containing LMK-235 (5 μM) or CAY10603 (5 μM) for 72 h incubation. Samples were collected every day from Day 1 to Day 

6, and followed by ALDEFLUOR/CD44/DAPI staining and FACS analysis. DMSO treatment only in each day served as control and was set as fold one. All the other 

treatments were expressed as the fold values relative to the controls. Each spot represents the mean values of triplicate tests. The differences between chemo plus 

DMSO (9 replicates from three chemo plus DSMO) and chemo plus belinostat (9 replicates from three chemo plus belinostat) at Day 6 were evaluated by student’s T 

tests. Significance is marked with ∗ for P < 0.05, ∗ ∗ for P < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ for P < 0.001, ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ for P < 0.0001. . 
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C  
iscussion and conclusion 

Cancer stem cells (CSCs) are not targeted by conventional

hemotherapy, initiating growth of new tumors as well as causing dis-

ase relapse. [35] . Therefore, there remains potential in developing

reatment approaches that minimize CSC or CSL cells to delay or prevent
efractory cancer development. Our study indicates that subclonal selec-

ion in patients during therapy promotes CSL state in breast cancer. Fur-

her, both flow cytometry and mammosphere assays show a reversal of

SL state following chemotherapy by the use of the HDAC inhibitor be-

inostat. Specifically, Class II HDACs are found to target chemo-acquired

SL phenotypes. Single-cell RNA sequencing analysis following the one-
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Fig. 7. Chemotherapy and belinostat reprogrammed transcriptome of patient cells. Unbiased UMAPs for ER + patient sample Patient#6 ( A ) and Patient#5 ( B ) 

under treatment (Tx). Patient cells were cultured in Renaissance medium (3D) and treated with chemotherapy (doxorubicin 0.1 μM, carboplatin 0.1 mM, paclitaxel 

1 μM) for 72 h, and then treaded with DMSO/belinostat (1 μM) for 72 h. The cells were collected, purified with Dead Cell Removal Kit, and subjected to ICELL8 R ○

Single-Cell System as described in Methods. For each patient, the UMAPs for all treatments were shown in the top, and the UMAPs for each individual treatment 

were shown in the bottom with different colors indicated as the legends. Violin plots with GSEA pathways enrichment scores related to HDAC targets, stem cell 

differentiation and MYC pathway were presented in ( C ) for Patient#6 and ( D ) for Patient#5. The statistical analysis was performed with student’s t -test between the 

indicated groups, and significance is marked with ∗ for P < 0.05, ∗ ∗ for P < 0.01, ∗ ∗ ∗ for P < 0.001, ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ for P < 0.0001, ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ for P < 0.00001. 
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wo punch treatment strategy indicated that the RNA transcriptome was

trongly reprogramed by chemotherapy treatments, and reversed by be-

inostat, which promoted stem cell differentiation, and inhibited HDAC

argets and MYC pathway. 

Although HDAC inhibitors have been used to suppress the CSC popu-

ation for their ability to block key signaling pathways pertinent to CSC

aintenance[14, 36], how HDAC inhibitors reverse CSL state following

tandard of care chemotherapies is not well-defined. Previous clinical

rials of HDACi target to CSL cells focused either on the monotherapy

or refractory peripheral T-cell lymphoma, or concurrent combination

f chemotherapy with HDACi on solid tumors [ 37 , 38 ], assessing antitu-

or activity by apoptosis/viability test, more than targeting to acquired

temness. It has not been studied if specific chemotherapies or this class

f drug generally, can induce CSL state, and if HDAC inhibitors can re-

erse CSL states driven by different chemotherapies. As detailed results

bove, our study addresses subclonal evolution of stem-like traits in pa-

ients as they acquire resistance to chemotherapy, as well as approaches

o reverse this acquired resistant trait. 

In this study, we initially tested multiple drugs published previ-

usly to block stem cell-like state. Only one was effective following

hemotherapy induced stem-like states across cell lines and patient tu-

or cells. Although there was some heterogeneity in ALDH or CD44

xpression level modulated by different chemotherapies, we generally

aw an increase in CSL levels for ER + tumor cells and to a lesser extent

NBC cells. Belinostat broadly blocked increased CSL cells following

hemotherapy treatment based on flow cytometry and mammosphere

ssays. The mammosphere formation assays demonstrated that beli-

ostat could abolish the self-renewal capability of survival cells after

hemotherapy treatments, which has resulted in resistant CSL subtypes.

mportantly, these results were consistent across different chemothera-

ies tested, suggesting a convergence on CSL resistance. 

In our FACS strategy to identify the CSL cells, ALDH and CD44 were

elected as CSL state markers rather than CD24 because ALDHhiCD44 +
SL breast cancer cells has been found to contribute to chemotherapy

esistance [20] . Of note, the initial CSL state of ER + CAMA-1 cells starts

rom very low primitive cell traits (indicated by low CD44 level, between

0 2 and 10 3 ) compared to TNBC MDA-MB-231 cells (indicated by high

D44 level, between 10 3 and 10 5 ), which might suggests higher poten-

ial for CSL state induction with chemotherapy for ER + cells than TNBC,

s TNBC already show high levels of CSL (see detailed FACS analysis fol-

owing chemotherapies in Fig. S8A, B). Compared to the FACS analysis,

he mammosphere assay tests the self-renewal ability of resistant cells

ather than the changes of stemness makers. Cells with high level ex-

ression of CD44 are more resistant to chemotherapy and more likely

o form a mammosphere [23] , which would benefit TNBC more than

R + cells due to their enrichment of progenitor cells (ALDH negative,

D44 high). In this case, the inhibition effect of belinostat on CD44 +
ells could play a major role to abolish the self-renewal capability of

hemo-resistant cells. Reversal of CD44 in ER + cell lines/patient sam-

les and inhibition of ALDH in TNBC cell lines were also identified by

ACS analysis, and varied among cell lines and patient samples with

ifferent chemotherapies. Future research may help delineate cell pop-

lations sensitive to belinostat treatment. While this study focused on

he ER + subtype as we are targeting the chemo promoted CSL traits re-

ersal, and the results from both cell lines and patient samples indicated

hat the chemotherapy promoted primitive traits are more pronounced

n ER + cells than TNBC cells, we do see the CSL reversal in all, suggest-

ng a more global reversal effect. In fact, given the high levels of baseline

SL in TNBC, belinostat may be effective therapy in this population even

ithout chemotherapy. 

HDACs can be classified into four classes (class I to IV): Class I

HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC3, and HDAC8). Class IIa (HDAC4, HDAC5,

DAC7, HDAC9) and IIb (HDAC 6 and 10), class III (sirtuins 1–7), and

lass IV (HDAC11) [39] . Class I HDACs only localize in nucleus, while

lass II HDACs exhibit their ability to shuttle between nucleus and cyto-

lasm, and can deacetylate non-histone proteins in cytoplasm [ 36 , 39 ].
ositive associations of high expression of Class II HDACs with cell pro-

iferation and CSC differentiation were found in various cancer types for

DAC4 [ 40 , 41 ], HDAC 5 [ 42 , 43 ], and HDAC6 [ 44 , 45 , 46 ]. HDAC5

nd HDAC6 transcriptional regulation on MYC has been reported to play

 key role in these processes [ 30 , 44 , 46 ]. The HDAC4/5i LMK-235 and

DAC6i CAY10603 both exhibited their CSL reversal effect on reducing

SL abundance and additional cytotoxicity, suggesting their strong po-

ential on clinical therapy to eliminate the chemo-promoted CSL cells.

urther research is needed to dissect the role of class II HDACs in medi-

ting CSL traits in chemotherapy-HDACi combination. 

Taken together, our findings demonstrated inhibition on HDACs, es-

ecially Class II HDACs (HDAC4/5/6), reverses chemotherapy-induced

cquisition of primitive cell traits and drug-resistance in ER + breast

ancer, and provided an effective ‘one-two punch’ strategy to combat

efractory ER + breast cancer with sequential chemotherapy and HDACi

ombination. 
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